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WELCOME

COMPANY
PROFILE
We are a supplier, installer and maintenance provider within the Information Technology and Security
industry.

We strive to bring the best security innovation we can
source. Our solutions are focused on client

needs and requirements. We will strive to supply our
clients with the most innovative and

technologically advanced products available today.
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WHO

ARE WE

Software
Commissioning

Intrusion

In short, we are the guys that get the job
done. Our goal at Devtech Industries is
simple, to deliver services and products that
not only gets the job done, but leaves our
clients beyond satisfied, catered to their
specific needs. If it isn’t done well, it wasn’t
done by Devtech Industries!
We started our company with this goal clear
in mind. Our approach to any project, big or
small, is first to fully understand the clients
need and then consider the best possible
technologies and innovations to meet that
need.
As a team holding over 20 years of experience in the Security Industry, we are proud
to know that across all the projects Devtech
Industries has shouldered, we’ve stayed
true to this goal and continue to strive towards always giving nothing but the very
best.

Project
Management
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Networks

Access Control

CCTV

We have found over
the years that most
of the site problems
always point to
poor planning
and network implementation. That is
why we strive to
supply you with the
most advanced
network analysis
and diagnostic software and hardware.

When our client
requires assistance
with a new system
we will be on hand
to design,
manage and consult
wherever we are
required. This might
include but will not
be limited to
features like
Access control,
Time and Attendance, Site assessments, Maintenance,

We will be able to
assist you with the
design, development and wellbeing
of your system.
Our solutions will
contain options
based on needs
from clients. Examples would be
WDR – Required in
bright areas.
Lenz options – To
cover the great distances as well as
the macro shots.
Camera models –
PTZ for when you
need to have a
camera moving
without any input.
Video compression,
Storage calculations, IVA, People
counting, LPR.
These are just a
small list of what is
available on the
market today.
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SOLUTIONS & PRODUCTS
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SOLUTIONS & PRODUCTS
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Software
Commissioning

Intrusion

Project
Management

We pride ourselves
in being thorough
and precise in what
we do. When it
comes to software
commissioning, you
can rest assured
knowing that all
systems will operate smoothly once
we are done.

With the latest
smart security systems, you can have
peace of mind
knowing that your
premises are secured and in you
being able to
access and control
the various detectors through your
smartphone from
anywhere around
the World.

With over 20 years
experience between
our skilled professionals, we have
learned and mastered the most important aspect of
project management - to achieve
all of the project
goals within the
given constraints.
True, at times these
constraints can
prove to be a challenge, but it's a
challenge we haven't and don't plan
on failing.

Commissioning is
the process of assuring that all systems and components are designed,
installed, tested,
operated, and
maintained according to the operational requirements
of the owner or
client.

All our projects we
approach with meticulous planning
and oversight to
ensure the project
is completed
on-time, within
budget and to the
clients' complete
satisfaction.
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Products We’ve Worked On:
- Tyco Products (Fireclass, DSC, Kantech Entrapass, Exacqvision, CEM AC2000)
- Bosch (Fire, Access, CCTV)
- AXIS Certified
- Milestone (MCDE, MCIT, MCIE)
- UNV (IPSAN, EZstation, CCTV)
- Impro (Portal, IXP400, IXP220)
- Gallagher
- Dell (Networking, Servers, Storage)
- Supermicro (Servers, Storage)
- Assa Abloy wireless locks
- Ubiquity (Wireless networks, Switches)
- Netscout (Network diagnostic tools)
- VisionHub (Nicevision CCTV)
- Alarm Systems (AJAX, Pima, IDS, Paradox,
DSC)
- JVA Electric fence units
- Traka Key Management
- Juka 614 Full Body X-ray Machine (Diamond,
Platinum, Gold and PGM’s) detection.
- Any 3rd party integrations
- On site operator training and processes implementation.
Our services are not limited to these products as we
stand willing to expand our knowledge and expertise to
match your needs. With site visits we will be able to completely assess your needs and determine the perfect
solutions.
We will be able to assist you with maintenance as well. This focusses
on server database maintenance, software preventative maintenance
and monthly maintenance contracts.
Physical hardware can also be maintained with hard drive replacements, server health checks and part replacement on any faulty or
broken hardware. Tier 1, Tier 2 and Tier 3.
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Chris van Wyk
Managing Director

chris@devtechindustries.co.za
+27 82 090 6772
Armand Vuyk
Technical Director

armand@devtechindustries.co.za
+27 66 496 2036
Patric Mofokeng
Sales/Marketing Manager

patric@devtechindustries.co.za
+27 83 377 2088

www.devtechindustries.co.za
Facebook | Instagram | Linkedin | YouTube
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